Generalized complex analytic special functions of various types, depending on a parameter 0<g<l, have recently been studied by R. Askey, G. E. Andrews and others [1] [2] [3] . The purpose of this paper is to discuss a p-adic analytic construction which is analogous to the classical theory of E. Heine's [7] ^-extension of the hypergeometric function.
In the theory of hypergeometric series one denotes (α) fc = a{a + 1)
(a + k -1). The corresponding notation for g-series is (α; q) k = (1 -α)(l -aq) -(1 -aq 1 "" 1 ) . This "extends" the ordinary (a) k in the sense that for a = q a , b = q β we have lim^ (α; q)J(b; q) k =
In the complex analytic theory of g-extensions one takes 0 < g < 1 and defines the g-gamma function as which extends the well-known relation ^F^a, β, Ί;
In the p-adic analytic theory we work in the p-adic completion Ω p of the algebraic closure of Q p , and we take q = 1 + t, teΩ p , \t\ p <l.
We shall often assume that |t| p '< p" (2) and (3) for our p-adic 2 φ γ . In particular, we relate the p-adic hypergeometric g-series to the ^-extension Γ p>q [10] of Y. Morita's p-adic gamma function Γ p [12] and also to J. Diamond's p-adic log gamma function Gp [4] . Then, in the special case c = q, when p-adic convergence of the series for 2 φ ι becomes subtler, we introduce a ^-extension of Dwork's modified hypergeometric function [6] , prove convergence and a formula analogous to (3) under certain conditions, and formulate a conjecture on the validity of these results without the "nonsupersingularity" conditions. 1. In [10] we defined a p-adic analog of Γ q by setting Proof. Let A n = (c/b; q)J(c; q) Since cq 5 is bounded away from 1 and q kpN ->1 as N-+ °°, the last product approaches 1 as i\Γ -> <x> uniformly in m and w. This shows existence of the limit and its continuity as a function of α, 6, c.
It will also be useful to have a version of (5) 
e/a c/b ' 7 Γ Ptq (7 -a -β) where Γ p , q is the function (4) . Proof. Existence, symmetry and continuity are proved just as in Theorem 1. By continuity, it suffices to prove (7) when a--n 9 β = -m and 7 = 1. Let Πί denote Πy,pw Then the left side of (7) is 376 by (6) , and the
To prove (8) (Note: if we had j 0 < a 0 or j 0 < δ 0 , then ε(a, b) would be a slightly more complicated expression; in any case, we shall later be interested in c for which j 0 = p -1.)
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
2. We now proceed to #>-adic hypergeometric g-series. Proof. Since for any n ^ 1 we have 
q) = G p (7) + G P (Ύ -a -β)
where G p \ Ω P \Z P -> Ω p is J. Diamond's p-adic log gamma function [3] . As a corollary of Theorem 3, we then obtain the following relation of Diamond [5] : (10) and (8) We now look more closely at the case c -g. THEOREM 5 (Dwork [6] ). Let
3=0
and let 
In that case (15) is only a finite set of conditions, the set of x satisfying (15) (the "nonsupersingular" x) is quasi-connected, and Dwork shows that f(χ) is analytic there. We do not want the periodicity condition, but we do want the continuous dependence on parameters. An examination of Dwork's proof in [6] shows that the same proof applies without any changes at all under our assumptions in Theorem 5. by -a 6 (i) ; g pί ). Then B {i) (j) satisfies conditions (l)- (3) o/ Theorem 5. Suppose \x -l| p < 1. Γfee^ condition (15) feoίcZs i/ α^d (mZ^/ i/ a^ + h < P for all i, i.e., i/ a^d o^iτ/ ΐ/ ί/iere is ^o carrying when -a and -β are added.
Proof. Condition (1) is trivial. It suffices to prove conditions (2) and (3) 
\PJ\
This proves (2). To prove (3) it clearly suffices to take I -1. For simplicity we further assume that j 0 <£ α 0 , j 0 ^ δ o ; the other cases are treated similarly. Then, since both sides of (3) for some ί)-adic integer z (namely, z = -a -/3 + α' + β') f it follows that the left side of (16) where Γ* is defined in (6) .
Proof. Existence and continuity in a, b of the left side follow from Theorems 5 and 6. It then suffices to verify (17) for a = q~n, b = q~m. In that case both sides involve finite sums and products, and the proof is very similar to that of Theorems 2 and 3.
REMARK. Theorem 7 is a g-extension of Theorem 2 in [11] .
Conjecture. Theorem 7 holds without the condition that a t + b t < p for all i. If a 0 + 6 0 ^ P> then the factor ε(α, 6) defined in Theorem 2 must be inserted on the right. If a + β is a nonpositive integer, we require that both a and β be nonpositive integers {otherwise the limit (12) would give 0/0). REMARKS. 1. The proof of Theorem 7 shows that the conjecture holds whenever one of a or β is a nonpositive integer (and the other can be any p-adic integer).
2. Using Diamond's method in [5] , one can prove the conjecture under a fairly weak assumption: that the p-adic absolute value of the partial sums grows strictly slower than p N . q v ' * ' In addition, Theorem 7 and the conjecture can be generalized to 2 φi, P ( a q, l) for c Φ q. In our context, Diamond's method involves letting z £ q z * approach c e q z p and estimating the difference between the ratio on the right in (12) (with x == 1) and the same ratio with c replaced by z.
